Who directed 'Indiana Jones' series of films?
- James Cameron
- Edward Holden
- Eddie Murphy
- Steven Spielberg

PurvaSagar was the ancient Indian name of which Bay?
- Bay of Bengal
- Persian Bay
- Panama Bay
- No'giri Bay

‘Birds’ is a play written by:
- Terrance
- Henrick Ibsen
- Aristophanes
- Anton Chekhov

From the following items which one is not a performance oriented form:
- Bhavai
- Harivamsha
- Jatra
- Nautanki

Identify the correct sequence.
- Shoka, Harsa, Rati, Krodh
- Harsa, Krodh, Rati, Shoka
- Rati, Harsa, Krodh, Shoka
- Rati, Harsa, Shoka, Krodh
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Konaki is a role of Jester in Bhagavad Mela performances which associated with ______.
☐ Lord Ganesh
☐ Lord Shiva
☐ Lord Subramania
☐ Lord Vishnu
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Mafiosi a popular: -
☐ Video game
☐ Black and white film
☐ Short film
☐ Cartoon film
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Shakespeare is associated with:-
☐ Globe theatre
☐ The curtain
☐ Fortune theatre
☐ Swan theatre
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Jhampa is the name of a:-
☐ Music
☐ Dance
☐ Tala
☐ Drama
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The "Sopanam Musical" tradition is:-
☐ Keralite
☐ Telugu
☐ Gujarati
☐ Tamil
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Research is for:-
Information

Analysis

Development

Conclusion
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The Avant Garde dance form is:-
- Ballet
- Peking opera
- Butoh
- Polka
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The Zoo Story is a play written by:-
- Ibsen
- Anton Chekhov
- Eugene Ionesco
- Edward Albee
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First performance of 'Andhayug' was directed in NSD by:-
- Richard Schechner
- Ebrahim Alkazi
- John Martin
- Fritz Benevitz
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What is the name given to a person who repeats?
- Parrot
- Crow
- Cuckoo
- Sparrow
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Give the correct sequence of the following post-Natyashastric texts:-
- Dashrupakam, Bhava Prakashan, Abhinaya Darpana, Natya Darpana
- Dashrupakam, Bhava Prakashan, Natya Darpana, Abhinaya Darpana
In which university did Aryabhatta study?

- Nalanda
- Takshasila
- Oxford
- Surajmal

Pick the odd one out.

- Koomarasambhav
- Ritusamgharas
- Vikramorvashiyam
- Meghduta

Kavigana is a form of:-

- Game
- Music
- Composition
- Ritual dance

Who is also called as the Ape Man?

- Mowgli
- King Kong
- Tarzan
- Ball

Pick the odd one out.

- Kaisiki
- Satyavati
- Bharati
- Avanti
Lamborghini car is made in:
- Peru
- Italy
- Mexico
- Germany

Assertion (A) : Rasa is considered as the final product of a classical performance.
Reason (R) : Rasa is meant for the audience and not for the performers:
- (A) is true, (R) is false
- Both (A) and (R) are false
- (A) is false, (R) is true
- Both (A) and (R) are true

Mugaveenai is the instrument mostly connected with _______ form in Tamil Nadu.
- Kaniyan kuthu
- Bhagavatha Mela
- Therukkoonthu
- Bommalattam

One western playwright who influenced most of the Comedy & farce written after 17th Century is:
- Goldsmith
- Balzac
- Moliere
- Sheridan

What is the name of Jewish language?
- Deutsch
- Fijian
- Polish
- Hebrew
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Which artist became famous through his posters of Parisian entertainers?
☐ Toulouse-Lovelace
☐ Toulouse-L’Oreal
☐ Toulouse-Lautrec
☐ Toulouse-laurel
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Which one is not correctly matched?
☐ Akhyan – Gujarat
☐ Kathakar – Story Teller
☐ Lokadharmi – Reciting Dramatic Text
☐ Theyyam – Ritualistic Dance
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Which is the youngest of the neo-classical forms?
☐ Satvika
☐ Sattriya
☐ Satsuma
☐ Sattrika
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Pick the odd one out.
☐ Kollattam – W. Bengal
☐ Pharkhanda – Chhau
☐ Thang-ta – Manipur
☐ Kalarí – Kerala
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Fear of home is called as:-
☐ Ecophobia
☐ Tonophobia
☐ Chanophobia
☐ Homophobia
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John cage worked with:-
Alexander Cartier
Merce Cunningham
Alwin Aileys
Pina Bausch
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The book of essays on Indian art and aesthetics written by Ananda Kumara Swamy is:-
- The Number of Rasas
- The Dance of Shiva
- Tandava Lakshana
- The Mirror of Gesture
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Hayavadana is written by:-
- Vijay Tendulkar
- Badal Sarkar
- Girish Karnad
- Mohan Rakesh
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Which Indian state has the maximum number of cities?
- Andhra Pradesh
- Uttar Pradesh
- Madhya Pradesh
- Maharashtra
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Who is known as Osho?
- Rajneesh
- Fakrudeen
- Kareem
- Rajesh
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Find the kings of comedy.
- Laurel and Hardy
- Singer and Nicholson
In Natyashastra mainly three types of stages are described out of which the best stage advised by Bharata is:

- Tryastra madhyam
- Caturastra madhyam
- Vikrstra madhyam
- None of the above

Hypothesis means:

- Pre expected result
- Field work
- Analysis of collected data
- The conclusion

What is the capital of Canada?

- Dublin
- Budapest
- Toronta
- Ottawa

In which state is Dehradun present?

- Uttar Pradesh
- Uttaranchal
- Uttarakhand
- Seemandhras

Ustad Kader Box plays which instrument:

- Sitar
- Violin
- Tabla
Ancient Indian performance tradition was based on:
- Improvisation of the plot and story
- Oral tradition
- Written text
- Formal characterization

Which instrument is called as "Queen of Musical Instrument"?
- Veena
- Yazh
- Violin
- Drums

Richard Sechner's theatre is namely:
- Epic
- Impressionistic
- Environmental
- Surrealistic

Who is known as the 'Plato of the Jat tribe'?
- Haryana
- Kaurava
- Surajmal
- Sandhu

'Kuthambalam' is associated with:
- Koodiyattam
- Kathakali
- Chavittu
- Mudiyettu
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'Ram Leela' is one of the:
☐ Classical Drama
☐ Folk Dance
☐ Western Drama
☐ Mythical Re-enactment
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Samedi is the French word of which day of the week?
☐ Monday
☐ Tuesday
☐ Saturday
☐ Sunday
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Which martial art means 'The way of the empty hand'?
☐ Karate
☐ Kungfu
☐ Taekwondo
☐ Judo
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Who is the heavenly Architect according to Natyasastra?
☐ Bharatha
☐ Viswakarma
☐ Lord Shiva
☐ Lord Brahma
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The Sundance film festival takes place at:
☐ Miami
☐ Utah
☐ Cleveland
☐ Charlotte
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'Arena' stage is synonymous with:
Open stage
Proscenium stage
Theatre-in-the-Round
Thrust stage
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Pitt's India Act was established during whose reign:-
- Canning
- Cornwallis
- Mountbatten
- William Pitt
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Which of the following is correctly matched?
- Birju Maharaj – Krishnattam
- Dr. Padma Subrahmaniam-Ramlila
- Kovalam Narayan Panikar – Sanskrit Drama
- Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan – Painting
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Which is Research's key element for framing a topic?
- Drama
- Performance
- Review of Literature
- Language
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The Musical instrument for special effect used in Ancient Greek Drama is:-
- Veena
- Tappu
- lyre
- Tabela
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Pick the odd one out.
- Ravana chhaya
- Tamasha
IPTA - Indian Peoples theatre Association started as cultural wing of communist part in India in __________.

- 1942
- 2010
- 1967
- 1947

Which puppet hero is known as the 'Indestructible'?

- Captain Scarlet
- Popeye
- Captain Haddock
- Oliver

The headquarters of the South Zone Cultural Centre is located in:

- Bangalore
- Thanjavore
- Hyderabad
- Karnataka

Put them in sequence:

- Proscenium Theatre, Globe Theatre, Comedia Dell'Arte, Ancient Greek Theatre, Fabula Atellana
- Fabula Atellana, Ancient Greek Theatre, Comedia Dell'Arte, Globe Theatre, Proscenium Theatre
- Comedia Dell'Arte, Ancient Greek Theatre, Fabula Atellana, Proscenium Theatre, Globe Theatre
- Ancient Greek Theatre, Fabula Atellana, Comedia Dell'Arte, Globe Theatre, Proscenium Theatre

The father of Indian "Third Theatre":

- Badal Sarkar
- N. Muthuswamy
- Grish Karnard
Kathakali is a performing Art form belongs to __________.
- West Bengal
- Karnataka
- Kerala
- Tamil Nadu

The Modern theatre history starts with:
- Absurd
- Symbolism
- Realisms
- Expressionism

Andre Antoine is known as the father of:
- Symbolism
- Expressionism
- Naturalism
- Realism

Assertion (A) : Royal Shakespeare Company is situated on the bank of river Avon at Stratford of Avon in England. Reason (R): Royal Shakespeare Company only presents Shakespeare's plays:
- Both (A) and (R) are false.
- Both (A) and (R) are true.
- (A) is true, (R) is false.
- (A) is false, (R) is true.

Kanyakumari is the South end of India where ____ Rock is famous.
- Shivaji
- Goddess
- Thiruvalluvar
- Vivekananda
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The ‘IPTA’ in India is associated with:

- Safdar Hashmi
- Prasanna
- Rudraprasad Sen Gupta
- Badal Sircar
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Match items in List – I with the items in List – II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List – I</th>
<th>List – II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Kabuki</td>
<td>i. Green Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Mizhavu</td>
<td>ii. Revolving stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Nepathya</td>
<td>iii. Proscenium stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Apron</td>
<td>iv. Kudiyattam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Codes: a b c d
- a) ii iv i iii
- b) iv ii iii i
- c) i iii ii iv
- d) iii  i  iv  ii
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The play Shakuntalam originally written is:

- Sanskrit
- Tamil
- Telugu
- Malayalam
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Traditional Theatre form of Karnataka:

- Yakshganam
- Pattam Katha
- Kathakali
- Terukkoothu
Folk theatre of Tamilnadu is:
- Oilattam
- Karagattam
- Therukkoothu
- Bhagavatha Mela

Pick the odd one out.
- Daridra-Charuduttam
- Karnabharam
- Ratnavali
- Urubhangam

Match the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List – I</th>
<th>List – II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Aeschylus</td>
<td>i. Dyscolus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Sophocles</td>
<td>ii. Choephori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Euripides</td>
<td>iii. Philoctetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Menander</td>
<td>iv. Bacchae</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Codes: a   b   c   d
- iv ii i iii
- i iv iii ii
- ii iii iv i
- iii i ii iv

One of the William Shakespeare’s Tragedies is ___________.
- Macbeth
- As you like it
- Tempest
- Zoo Story
Professional Theatre “Surabi” belongs to _________.
- [ ] Kerala
- [ ] Tamil Nadu
- [ ] Andhra Pradesh
- [ ] Karnataka

“All the world is a Stage” – Who said this?
- [ ] Meyer Hold
- [ ] Shakespeare
- [ ] Stavislavski
- [ ] Ibsen

Sanskrit text is used in which of the following forms?
- [ ] Ramalila
- [ ] Kudiyattam
- [ ] Therukkoothu
- [ ] Jatra

Very ancient form of world theatre:
- [ ] Biblical Theatre
- [ ] Greek Theatre
- [ ] Globe Theatre
- [ ] Raman Theatre

Violin is a ______ music Instrument.
- [ ] Mud
- [ ] Wind
- [ ] String
- [ ] Skin

What is a play without stage direction?
☐ The Nile
☐ Sindhuki
☐ Kaisiki
☐ None of the above
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First Silent Feature Film of India:-
☐ Alam Ara
☐ Raja Harichandra
☐ Pundalik
☐ Jesus
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Which classical dance form is famous in Tamil Nadu?
☐ Bharatanatyam
☐ Mohiniattam
☐ Kuchipudi
☐ Kathakali
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What is name of Japanese drama?
☐ NOH
☐ Commediadellarte
☐ Kobra
☐ Kathak
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The first 3D Film of India:-
☐ Annai Boomi
☐ My Dear Kuttichathan
☐ Chotta Boy
☐ Jai Vadhalam
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The Theatre which is done in the open space called ________.
☐ Street Theatre
☐ Therukkuthu
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First Indian who won Oscar Award.
☐ Bhanu Athaiya
☐ Shivaji Ganesan
☐ Dada Saheb Phalke.
☐ Sathyajitrey
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"Ranga Shankara" is a Theatre Auditorium situated in _______.
☐ Kerala
☐ Mumbai
☐ Bangalore
☐ New Delhi
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Which is the main tool for a performer?
☐ Mind
☐ Imagination
☐ Voice
☐ Body
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First Indian talkie film "Alam Ara" is directed by:-
☐ Mirnal Sen
☐ Sathyajitrey
☐ Ardeshi Irani
☐ Grish garnad
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Bodhi darama is famous for his skill of ________.
☐ Sastras
☐ Philosophy
☐ Martial Arts
☐ Meditation
Who is called the "Father of Indian Cinema:"  
- John Abraham  
- Sathyajitrey  
- Shivaji Ganesan  
- Dada Saheb Phalke.

The first talkie film of India:  
- Mahabaratha  
- Pesum Padam  
- Kalidass  
- Alam Ara

What is the difference between a skit and a play?  
- Mime Play  
- One Act Play  
- Short Play  
- Long Play

Bharathiyar was a poet belonged to _______ stage.  
- Kerala  
- Karnataka  
- Bihar  
- Tamil Nadu

An actor should analyze a __________ for acting.  
- Character  
- Father  
- Friend  
- Mother
Human back bone is normally in _________.

- Diagonal
- Vertical
- Round
- Horizontal

Updating a play means:-

- Making it educationally valuable
- Making it chronologically acceptable
- Producing the play in a modern style
- Making the play relevant to the contemporary audience

Kalaripayattu is a Traditional Martial Arts belonging to ________ state of India.

- Andra Pradesh
- Karnataka
- Kerala
- Tamil Nadu